The "Antennae Galaxy" (NGC 4038/39) is the closest major interacting galaxy system and therefore often taken as merger prototype. We present the first comprehensive integral field spectroscopic dataset of this system, observed with the MUSE instrument at the ESO VLT. We cover the two regions in this system which exhibit recent star-formation: the central galaxy interaction and a region near the tip of the southern tidal tail. In these fields, we detect H ii regions and diffuse ionized gas to unprecedented depth. About 15% of the ionized gas was undetected by previous observing campaigns. This newly detected faint ionized gas is visible everywhere around the central merger, and shows filamentary structure. We estimate diffuse gas fractions of about 60% in the central field and 10% in the southern region. We are able to show that the southern region contains a significantly different population of H ii regions, showing fainter luminosities. By comparing H ii region luminosities with the HST catalog of young star clusters in the central field, we estimate that there is enough Lyman-continuum leakage in the merger to explain the amount of diffuse ionized gas that we detect. We compare the Lyman-continuum escape fraction of each H ii region against ionization-parameter sensitive emission line ratios. While we find no systematic trend between these properties, the most extreme line ratios seem to be strong indicators of density bounded ionization. Extrapolating the Lyman-continuum escape fractions to the southern region, we conclude that just from the comparison of the young stellar populations to the ionized gas there is no need to invoke other ionization mechanisms than Lyman-continuum leaking H ii regions for the diffuse ionized gas in the Antennae.
Introduction
In the hierarchical paradigm of galaxy formation, interactions and merging are major events in galaxy evolution (White & Rees 1978; Lacey & Cole 1993) . They create some of the strongest starburst galaxies that we know (Sanders & Mirabel 1996) and shape the galaxies we see today in the nearby universe (Steinmetz & Navarro 2002; Conselice 2003) . From the theoretical point of view, mergers occur by the thousands in cosmological simulations (Schaye et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014) . From the observational point of view, major mergers have been identified at intermediate to high-redshift (e. g. Tacconi et al. 2008; Ivison et al. 2012; Ventou et al. 2017) . They are also being studied in the nearby universe, often in galaxies classified as infrared-bright (LIRG or ULIRG, Alonso-Herrero et al. 2010; Rich et al. 2011) , highlighting aspects as diverse as central shocks (Monreal-Ibero et al. 2006) and Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (Weilbacher et al. 2003) . One has to study the most nearby mergers in detail, at high spatial resolution, to be able to disentangle and characterize the different elements playing a role in their evolution, in order to be able to properly interpret the highredshift cases.
In that sense, the Antennae (NGC 4038/39, Arp 244), one of the most spectacular examples of gas-rich major mergers, and at a distance of 22 ± 3 Mpc (Schweizer et al. 2008 ) the closest one, constitutes a desirable laboratory to study the interplay of gas and strong recent star formation during the merger evolution. The system has a solar or slightly super-solar metallicity (Bastian et al. 2009; Lardo et al. 2015) and not only exhibits one of the most violent star-forming events in the nearby universe, forming a multitude of young, massive stellar clusters in the central merger (Whitmore et al. 2005 (Whitmore et al. , 2010 Bastian et al. 2006) , but also shows a more quiescent star-formation mode at the end of the southern tidal tail (Hibbard et al. 2005 ). Being such a paradigmatic object, it has a long history of being the subject of tailored simulations (e. g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; Karl et al. 2010; Renaud et al. 2015) and being extensively observed at all wavelengths, from radio to X-rays (e. g. radio: Bigiel et al. 2015 , Whitmore et al. 2014 far-and mid-infrared: Brandl et al. 2009 , Schirm et al. 2014 near-infrared: Brandl et al. 2005 The light red and light blue boxes show the outer edges of the MUSE coverage as used in all further plots. The red contours mark arbitrary continuum levels derived from a smoothed HST ACS image in the F814W filter in the central interacting galaxy. The two galaxy nuclei can be used to relate their location in other figures in this paper. The blue contours are similarly derived from HST data in the region near the tip of the southern tidal tail, they mark mostly foreground stars and background objects. The two bright stars in this region can be used to relate the location of this field to the other figures in this paper. This region is sometimes called NGC 4038 S in the literature; here, we use the term "South" or "southern" to describe it. gel et al. 2005; optical: Whitmore et al. 2010; ultraviolet: Hibbard et al. 2005 ).
An image of the Antennae system is shown in Fig. 1 . In this publication, we deal with data of two fields, the central field and a southern one, both of which are marked with continuum contours taken in the HST ACS image; the same continuum contours are used throughout this paper.
An important missing piece of information would be a spectroscopic optical mapping of the whole system, ideally at high spatial and spectral resolution, and covering as much of the optical spectral range as possible. Data taken with the GHαFaS instrument presented by Zaragoza-Cardiel et al. (2014) were a first step in this direction. They cover the main body of both galaxies at very good spectral resolution (8 km s −1 ). However, these data were gathered with a Fabry-Perot instrument, covering only a narrow spectral range around Hα. On the other side, long-slit observations can address these points, but only at very specific locations in the system (like individual star clusters, e. g. Whitmore et al. 2005; Bastian et al. 2009 ). Data from an Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS) would provide both, large spectral coverage and spatial mapping. Bastian et al. (2006) nicely illustrate the potential of this technique: with only one set of observations, both the ionized gas and the stellar populations can be mapped and characterized, although they still map only a small portion of the system.
The advent of the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE Bacon et al. 2010 ) at the 8 m Very Large Telescope (VLT), with a large field of view (1 × 1 ) and a wide spectral coverage (∼ 4600 . . . 9350 Å at R ∼ 3000), is the next step to overcome the shortcomings of previous observations. This motivated us to perform a thorough optical spectrocopic mapping of the system. In this first paper of a series, we will present the survey and, in particular, address one specific question: Can the photons leaking from the H ii regions in the system explain the detected diffuse component of the ionized gas?
The diffuse ionized gas (DIG, also called warm ionized medium, WIM) has proven to be ubiquitous in star-forming galaxies, including ours (see Mathis 2000; Haffner et al. 2009 for a review). Strong emission line ratios in DIGs differ from those found in H ii regions. Typically, they present higher forbiddento-Balmer line ratios (e. g. [S ii] Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the detection of DIG in other galaxies and the unusual line ratios of which the most prominent are: (a) Lyman-continuum (LyC; λ < 912 Å) photons leaking from H ii regions (Zurita et al. 2002) into the interstellar medium. Part of the UV continuum is absorbed by the gas, leading to a harder ionizing spectrum (Hoopes & Walterbos 2003) which can at least partly explain the observed properties. (b) Shocks are another mechanism to change the line ratios (Dopita & Sutherland 1995) , and these are also frequently observed in merging galaxies (Monreal-Ibero et al. 2010; Soto et al. 2012 ). However, they are not always observed in the same parts of the galaxy as the DIG or do not explain its observed properties (e. g., all line ratios at the same time; Fensch et al. 2016) . Finally, (c) evolved stars have a hard UV spectrum that could explain the DIG (Zhang et al. 2017) . This is most relevant for early-type galaxies (Kehrig et al. 2012; Papaderos et al. 2013) . However, in starburst galaxies their contribution to the Lyman-continuum is likely negligible compared to hot stars in star-forming regions, which produce orders of magnitude more ionizing photons .
Since this is the first publication of the MUSE data of the Antennae, we explain the data reduction and properties in some detail in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we then present the morphology of the ionized gas in the system, and specifically discuss the structure of the diffuse ionized gas in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present a brief analysis of the H ii regions and investigate to what extent the amount of diffuse gas can be explained by ionizing photons originating from the star-forming regions. We summarize our results in Sect. 6. In this publication we restrict ourselves to this narrow topic, but would like to emphasize that topics like detailed stellar population modeling and kinematics, among others, are to be analyzed in forthcoming papers.
Data description

MUSE Observations
The Antennae were observed during multiple nights in April and May 2015, and February and May 2016 , with the MUSE instrument (Bacon et al. 2012, and in prep.) . We employ the wide-field mode. This samples the sky at 0 . 2 and covers a field of view of about 1 . The extended wavelength configuration (WFM-NOAO-E) was set up to attain a contiguous wavelength coverage from 4600 to 9350 Å. This mode incurs a faint and broad secondorder overlap beyond ∼ 8100 Å (see Weilbacher et al. 2015a,b) that is, however, not affecting our analysis.
The layout of the observations is indicated in Fig. 2 . These maps display the relative weights used for the creation of the datacube (see below) which can be used to judge the relative depth of the data and is annotated with the MUSE field number of the pointings. Most pointings were taken with a spatial dither pattern at fixed position angle, with 1350 s per exposure. The shallow extra pointings (featuring an x in the name) were observed at two angles separated by 90
• , Center02 was observed at position angles of 150, 240, and 2×330
• . All observations in 2015 were interleaved with 200 s exposures of a blank sky field. This was skipped for the South pointings taken in 2016, since it was realized that those fields offer enough blank sky already. Except for one pointing that was observed through moderate clouds (Center06x), all exposures were done in clear or photometric conditions. The seeing as measured by the autoguider probe of the VLT varied during the observations between about 0 . 5 and 1 . 2 but was generally in the sub-arcsec regime. A detailed timeline of the observations of the different fields is given in Table 1 .
Data processing
All data were consistently reduced using the public MUSE pipeline , 2014 1 in v1.6. Basic data reduction followed standard steps for MUSE data. Master calibrations were created from biases, lamp flat-fields, and arc exposures, and resulted in master biases, master flats, trace tables, and wavelength calibration tables. One set of arcs of each run was used to determine the line spread function (LSF) of each slice in the MUSE field of view. The twilight sky flats in extended mode were converted into three-dimensional corrections of the instrument illumination. These calibrations and extra illumination-flats were then applied onto the on-sky expo-1 Another operational update of the pipeline was discussed in Weilbacher (2015) .
sures (standard stars, sky fields, and object exposures), using the calibration closest in time. The instrument geometry was taken from the master calibration created by the MUSE team for each corresponding run of guaranteed time observations (GTO).
We treated each extended-mode standard star exposure in the same way as Weilbacher et al. (2015a) : two reductions were run, using circular flux integration and Moffat fits to extract the flux. The separate response functions were then merged at 4600 and 8300 Å, with the circular measurements for the central part of the wavelength range, equalizing the response level at the merging positions to the central part. This procedure reduces the effect of the 2nd order contamination in the very red and allows flux calibration even in the partially incomplete planes below 4600 Å. Next, all offset sky fields were processed, using response curve and telluric correction derived from the standard star closest in time. This produced an adapted list of sky line strengths and a sky continuum. If these sky properties needed to be applied to a science exposure taken in between two sky fields, both tables were averaged. For both sky and science fields, we used a modified initial sky line list, where all lines below 5197 Å were removed. This reduced broad artifacts near Hβ and in other regions in the blue spectral range where very faint OH bands but no strong telluric emission lines were present. The science post-processing then used the closest-in-time or averaged sky properties, the LSF of the run, the response and telluric correction as well as the astrometric solution that matches the geometry table for the respective run. To help the pipeline with the creation of an optimal sky spectrum, we used the approximate sky fraction as processing parameter. This was 10% for the central fields where the sky spectrum of the science exposure was just used to adapt the sky line strengths, and 50% for the southern fields where at least half the field consisted of sky and hence both line adaptation and continuum computation were done using the science field itself. One exposure of the field South01 was affected by a satellite trail. This was removed by masking the data within ±5.5 pixels from the center of the trail. (This is visible as a lighter linear feature in Fig. 2b and pointed out by an arrow.)
To be able to combine all exposures, the spatial shifts of all individual MUSE cubes were computed against a corresponding HST exposure. For this, the MUSE data was integrated using the filter-function of the HST ACS F814W filter to create an image. The HST image was smoothed to approximately 0 . 6 FWHM. The centroid of the brightest compact object in each MUSE field was then measured in sky coordinates using IRAF imexam and compared to the HST ACS F814W images (HST proposal ID 10188, Whitmore et al. 2010) to derive the effective offset. These were given to the pipeline for the final combination of all exposures. The positions of the few bright foreground stars in our final cube agree with positions given in the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) to better than 1 . 0 and to the positions in the Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) catalog to within 0 . 3. As a result, our data have a good relative and absolute astrometric accuracy. The wavelengths of all exposures were shifted to the solar system barycenter.
We created separate cubes for the central and southern regions, each encompassing all relevant exposures. To optimize the spatial resolution of the cubes, we applied FWHM-based weighting offered by the pipeline. This uses the average seeing measured by the VLT autoguiding system during the exposure to create a weight inversely proportional to the FWHM of an exposure (similar to the procedure of Heidt et al. 2003) . For the extra exposures (Center06x and Center07x) we reset the seeing in the FITS headers so that these were weighted approximately five times less than the other exposures. This ensures that these exposures only contribute significantly where other better data is absent. The short exposures (Center08s) were taken to cover part of the field where Hα was saturated; they contribute significantly only in the regions around the saturation which were masked by hand in the longer exposures. We used the standard (linear) sampling of 0 . 2 × 0 . 2 × 1.25 Å voxel −1 but also created cubes in log-sampled wavelengths in the same spatial grid, where the sampling ranged from 0.82 Å pixel −1 in the blue to 1.72 Å pixel −1 at the red end; this corresponds to a velocity scale of 53.5070 km pixel −1 . The pipeline also created weight cubes to show the relative contribution at each position. The wavelengthaveraged version of these for the linear sampling is displayed in Fig. 2 .
The effective seeing in the final cube is difficult to assess since many of the compact objects were not point sources and spatial variations remain. From the few foreground stars, we estimate a seeing of at a wavelength of 7000 Å and find 0 . 59±0 . 05 in the main central part (covered by Center01 to Center05), 0 . 76 ± 0 . 15 over the full central field, and 0 . 57 ± 0 . 07 in the southern field.
Structure of the ionized gas
We created first, simple continuum-subtracted Hα flux maps from the original cubes employing two methods: 1. We summed the flux in the cubes between 6595 and 6604 Å and subtracted the continuum flux averaged over the two wavelength ranges 6552. . . 6560 Å and 6641. . . 6649 Å. These ranges were tailored to integrate as much flux as possible of the Hα line at the velocity of the Antennae without being influenced by the [N ii] lines. This approach is similar to using very narrow filters matched to the redshift of the Antennae. 2. We ran a single-Gaussian fit over the whole field in the spectral region around Hα. As a firstguess for the Gaussian profiles we used the systemic velocity of 1705 km s −1 (as listed in NED 2 with reference to the HIPASS survey) and the approximate instrumental FWHM of 2.5 Å, the fits used the propagated variance in the datacube. The latter approach has the advantage of integrating most of the flux of the Hα line for all spatial positions, independent of the actual gas velocity. However, it tends to overestimate the flux in regions of very low S /N. The narrow-band approach on the other hand integrates the Hα flux even in places where the emission line has broad wings or multiple components; it is also insensitive to the correlated noise in the MUSE datacubes that causes artifacts in some parts of the field. We present the results of the narrow-band technique in Fig. 3 , while the Gaussian fit result for the central field is shown in Fig. 4 . When accounting for the relative characteristics, the features visible in both types of maps are the same. The line detection sensitivity of these simple approaches can be estimated using the noise near Hα. We did that by measuring the standard deviation across two empty spectral regions of 6400. . . 6570 Å and 6630. . . 6705 Å. The resulting noise is overestimated in places where significant continuum exists (and hence contains stellar absorption), and it shows a pattern of correlated noise in several regions (which is normal in MUSE data), especially where single pointings or dither without rotation dominate the signal. The typical 1σ noise level in regions with 4 overlapping exposures is 3 × 10 −20 erg s −1 cm −2 spaxel −1 (variations from 2.4 to 3.6), equivalent to about 7.5 × 10 −19 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 . In regions with low-quality data or shorter, single exposures, the noise can reach 1.6×10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 . This can be compared to the 1σ limit of 4 − 5 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 of Lee et al. (2016, their Sect. 4) , one of the deepest Hα studies of nearby galaxies to date, using a tunable filter adapted to each object. Even in the worst case, the MUSE data are still at least 2.5× more sensitive to Hα emission than the data of Lee et al., and 5× on average.
The resulting flux maps (Fig. 3) show strong Hα emission in the disks of the merging galaxies. This is highlighted in panel (a) by the light gray contours and corresponds to the well-known structures detected in previous narrow-band (Whitmore et al. 1999; Mengel et al. 2005) and Fabry-Perot (Amram et al. 1992; Zaragoza-Cardiel et al. 2014 ) observations of the Antennae. However, in the much deeper MUSE data, we also detect faint Hα emission around the central merger, out to the edge of the field covered by the MUSE data. This warm gas is well visible by eye in the Hα flux map in panel (a) of −16 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 contour), one can see filaments reminiscent of ionized structures visible in edge-on galaxies (e. g. Rossa et al. 2004 ) and starbursts with outflows (Heckman et al. 1995; Lehnert & Heckman 1996) . Such structures are frequently attributed to starburst events in the centers that through stellar winds and supernova explosions give rise to superbubbles and chimneys (Ferguson et al. 1996; Rossa & Dettmar 2003) and might provide pathways of low density to allow Lymancontinuum photons to travel into the surroundings (Lee et al. 2016, e. g. in UGC 5456) . Further away, filaments in north-south direction dominate the MUSE data. These are oriented in the same way as the ridgeline 3 of the (southern) tidal tail. These could be related to the stretching of the material by the tidal forces that form both tidal tails. A string of bright H ii regions can be seen in the same regions. In the outskirts, away from the edge of the tidal tail, east-west filaments can be seen as well. A hint of another such feature is marginally visible in the data to the west of the merger.
In the targeted region near the end of the southern tidal tail, several H ii regions are apparent (Fig. 3b) . Some of the brighter ones are surrounded by diffuse emission, but unlike the central region there are large spatial gaps between the multiple Hα detections. Filamentary Hα of the same type as around the central region is not visible anywhere in this field. The regions de-A&A proofs: manuscript no. antennae_diffuse tected already by Mirabel et al. (1992, denoted I, II, and III) can be associated with some of the brightest regions detected in the MUSE data. We show the positions as recovered by Hibbard et al. (2001) 4 in Fig. 3b . If Fig. 1b of Mirabel et al. and Fig. 6 of Hibbard et al. are correct, then the slit of those observations was located just in between close pairs of H ii regions. Their 1 . 5 slit was probably wide enough to integrate light from both components of each region. However, with that single slit, they missed the brightest regions, and with EFOSC on the ESO 3.6m telescope they were not able to detect any of the fainter regions. Of the compact Hα detections in the comparatively shallow FabryPerot data of Bournaud et al. (2004, their Table A.1 and Fig. A.8) only three (3, 4, and 6) can be matched to something in our data, after correcting their positions by an offset of 2 . 9. Two other detections (1 and 8) are outside the field of our data, three more (2, 5, and 7) are not present in our data, suggesting that they were spurious sources. None of the other, similarly bright, H ii regions (like the Mirabel sources II and III) were picked up in the FP data. The velocities measured by Bournaud et al. are higher than the estimate using our Gaussian fit by ∼ 180 km s −1 (objects 3 and 4) and ∼ 160 km s −1 (object 6), far outside the 1σ = 3 . . . 5 km s −1 measurement error of those bright regions in our data.
In the following two sections we will characterize the diffuse emission and the H ii regions.
Diffuse ionized gas
Verification of the visual appearance
To verify that the visual appearance in Fig. 3a is correct and that the diffuse outer Hα detection is not caused by the instrumental plus atmospheric point spread function (PSF, see discussion by Sandin 2014 Sandin , 2015 , we compared the extended emission to the PSF in two different ways, using a radial extraction of the data and by convolving the high surface-brightness data with the PSF.
Since the stars in the Antennae MUSE data are too faint to construct a PSF over more than a 1-2 radius, we used two typical standard stars (LTT 3218, observed on 2015-05-21 in 0 . 88 seeing at ∼6600 Å, and LTT 7987, of 2015-05-13, 0 . 53 FWHM) observed in the same mode as the Antennae data. These stars are bright and isolated enough to construct a PSF, using ellipse fitting, out to a radius of at least 30 . Both stars were observed in a 4-position dither pattern, reduced as a science frame with the MUSE pipeline, and each combined into a deeper cube. The PSF was then determined on a 2D image averaged from the wavelength range 6570. . . 6634 Å, using the ellipse task running in the IRAF/STSDAS environment, and subsequently also fitted with a triple Moffat function. As comparison, we extracted radial profiles, from the peak of a few of the brightest Hα peaks toward surface brightness minima of the Hα map. The radial cuts and the resulting radial profiles are shown in Fig. 4 . The PSF as measured from the standard stars is well constrained out to about 20 radius, i. e. over 5 orders of magnitude. Beyond 25 the variations are significant, since the standard stars are not bright enough. 5 The extracted Hα profiles in this normalized view are consistently above the PSF, up to 2 dex higher at 4 We assume that the vertical axis of Fig. 6 • 02 , since the 10 distances between the southern axis ticks do not make sense. 5 Since the exposure time of the standard stars is set to give optimal S /N without saturation, it is not surprising that we did not find any brighter, isolated point sources that were observed with MUSE in a 5 , 1.5 dex at ∼ 15 and still 1 dex higher than the mean PSF at radii approaching 30 and beyond. This and the presence of small-scale structure indicates that scattered light has only minor contributions to the extended emission.
As an alternative, we tested the Hα maps that would result when convolving the bright parts of the Hα emission with a MUSE PSF. We therefore set all pixels in the Hα map with a flux below 2.5 × 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 to zero and convolved the resulting image with both PSFs. Unsurprisingly, the resulting images show a smooth outer appearance, and no structure in the outskirts of the type that is visible in Fig. 3a . After subtracting the convolved images from the original Hα map, the features and especially the filamentary structure in the outskirts are even more enhanced. Tests with different cut-off levels (6.25 × 10 −16 and 2.5 × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 ) show that it is not possible similar setup and with higher S /N in the outer parts of the PSF. So we cannot currently derive any better PSF estimate. to explain the observed faint features as wings of high surface brightness emission and a typical MUSE PSF. Finally, we looked at the velocities measured from the Hα line. To derive them, we employed the p3d environment (Sandin et al. 2010; Sandin et al. 2012) to fit a single Gaussian profile to the Hα line. 6 We used the continuum-free cube (App. A.1) binned to a Hα-S /N of 30 as input. The resulting Hα velocity map is shown in Fig. 5 . This map clearly shows variations of the measured velocity, also in the outskirts where the faint Hα filaments are detected. If they were due to scattered light, they would show a smooth distribution of velocity in radial direction.
We conclude that the faint filamentary structures seen in the Hα emission line are a real feature of the outskirts of the central Antennae field, and that scattered light only plays a secondary role.
Properties of the diffuse ionized gas
Even at the depth of the MUSE spectroscopy, the diffuse ionized gas (DIG) is too faint for us to derive physical properties with good spatial resolution. We therefore start measuring spectra of large integrated regions in the central merger. We divide the data into three surface brightness levels: bright (Hα ≥ 10 −16 erg s
, and faint (Hα < 10 −17 erg s −1 cm −2 spaxel −1 ). To integrate the spectra we exclude the regions determined to be H ii regions in Sect. 5 below. We then follow the pPXF analysis (App. A and A.2) to measure the average emission line fluxes over these regions. We correct for extinction using the Balmer decrement, and compute electron densities (using the the [S ii] 6716,31 line ratio) and temperatures (from the [N ii] 6548,84 to [N ii] 5755 ratio), using PyNeb (version 1.0.26; Luridiana et al. 2015) . The results are shown 6 p3d has the advantage of being able to fit line profiles on log-sampled spectra and can make use of Voronoi bins, while being extremely fast compared to other tools like pPXF. It is available from http://p3d. sourceforge.net/. in Table 2 . The errors quoted there are 68% confidence limits, computed using 100 Monte-Carlo iterations, using the flux measurement errors propagated from the lines involved in the cross-iteration of both quantities. The values indicate very low extinction, and subsequently lower densities and higher temperatures as we go to fainter Hα surface brightness. However, for all three diffuse spectra, the [S ii] diagnostic ratio is close to the low-density limit. Using these measurements, we can also position the faint Hα emitting gas in diagnostic diagrams, as presented in Fig. 6 . For reference, we show the extreme photoionization line of Kewley et al. (2001) , even though the mechanism in the DIG may be different. Except for the faintest level, the data lies within the Kewley et al. limit, for all three diagnostics.
It is well known that DIG often shows [S ii]/Hα and [O i]/Hα ratios in regions of the diagnostic diagrams that usually indicate other types of ionization besides photoionization (e. g. Haffner et al. 2009; Kreckel et al. 2016) . Several explanations for this are discussed in the literature. Shocks are an obvious candidate, but they cannot always explain all observed properties (see e. g. Fensch et al. 2016) at the same time. Zhang et al. (2017) find evolved stars as the most likely candidate source of the ionizing photons. Hoopes & Walterbos (2003) and Voges & Walterbos (2006) suggest that this can be caused by ionization of the DIG by leaking H ii regions where the UV spectrum is hardened by the absorption inside the ionized nebulae. This then shifts the line ratio diagnostics beyond the usual photoionization limit.
In the case of the Antennae, the latter suggestion seems to fit the properties discussed here as well. Shocks have been reported in the Antennae (e. g. Campbell & Willner 1989) but they seem to be related to starburst activity in the denser regions (Haas et al. 2005) . The low density of the gas in the outskirts, free of any density gradients at our spatial resolution as determined by the [S ii] 6716,31 line ratio, makes it unlikely for the high [O i]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα ratios there to be caused by shocks. Our three-zone measurements suggest that the ionizing spectrum is still close to that of hot stars immediately surrounding the H ii regions (the bright regions). Only in the faint regions, furthest away from the H ii regions, the line ratios are beyond being photoionized, suggesting that the ionizing spectrum is harder there. This fits well with the models of Hoopes & Walterbos (2003) , if we assume that to reach the gas to be ionized, the UV photons have to travel through even higher column densities of gas, resulting in even harder UV spectra.
7 Although most studies focus on the young stellar populations in the Antennae, old stars with ages > 10 Gyr exist in the disks of both interacting galaxies (Kassin et al. 2003) . So it may well be that evolved stars contribute to the ionization of the DIG, however, as Zhang et al. (2017) point out, they are unlikely to be the dominating source in starburst 7 That leaking LyC photons from H ii regions contribute to the DIG in the Antennae was already mentioned by Whitmore et al. (2005) , but their argument seems to contradict what these photoionization models show. However, they were only referring to DIG immediately surrounding the brightest star cluster complexes. galaxies. We will revisit the contribution of old stars in a future publication about the properties of the stellar populations.
In the present paper, we focus on whether we can actually find evidence for Lyman-continuum leakage from the star-forming regions (see Sect. 5.5).
In 0.09). In the same way, the south-western edge of the field, in the outer disk of NGC 4039, we also see a strong increase of [N ii] with respect to Hα. These features are visible in a similar way in the map of [S ii] 6716,31/Hα which we show in Fig. 7b . To the east, around a declination of -18
• 52 .5, we see a broad, somewhat triangular, region with weak [N ii] (marked in Fig. 7a with a blue arrow), which lies slightly south of one of the east-west filaments marked in Fig. 3a . This region coincides with a region of higher velocity gas as measured from the Hα line (Fig. 5 ) but is not remarkable in any way in the [S ii]/Hα map. A similar region lies near the border of our field at the western edge, around a declination of -18
• 52 .7 (pointed to by the pale green arrow). Here, the velocity field suggests the presence of lower velocity gas with regard to surrounding regions. Both regions counter the general trend of stronger [N ii] emission in fainter gas. Given the velocity difference, it is tempting to think of these as outflows from more central regions. Since the Antennae do not contain AGN (Brandl et al. 2009 ) and no bright ionizing source is located near the eastern region, a source of such outflows remains unclear. The western [N ii]-strong region lies close to the strong star-formation sites in the western spiral arm of NGC 4038 (regions R, S, T, see Rubin et al. 1970 ) of which region S was as already found by Gilbert & Graham (2007) to be the source of a (local) outflow from line-width measurements of the Brγ line.
The H ii regions
To probe a possible origin of the diffuse ionized gas, we turn to the H ii regions. Some of them are already directly visible in Fig. 3 .
Spectral extraction
We extract peaks in the Hα flux maps using the dendrograms tool.
8 This tool detects local maxima and extracts them down to surface-brightness levels where the corresponding contours join. This is repeated in a hierarchical manner until a global lower limit is reached. The resulting tree structure can be used to track hierarchical relations between the individual detections. Here we only use the leaves of the structure, i.e. the individual local peaks, which we take as defining the size of the H ii regions to extract. Since contours at surface brightness levels below the limits of the leaves already encompass multiple peaks, other structures created by the dendrogram are ignored here.
As input to compute the dendrograms, we use continuumsubtracted Hα images computed directly from the MUSE cubes, see Sect. 3. To prevent the algorithm from identifying too many noise peaks, we process regions where only a single or poorquality exposure dominated the data -these are the light-gray regions visible in Fig. 2 -with a spatial 3x3 median filter. We then filter the whole extent of the images with a 2D Gaussian of 0 . 6 FWHM to enhance compact sources, and configure astrodendro to find local maxima down to a level of 2.625 × 10 −19 erg s −1 cm −2 spaxel −1 and require that all H ii regions have at least 7 spatially connected pixels. These parameters result in 42901 dendrogram elements in the central and 1501 in the southern field. From these, H ii regions are selected as those leaves which have a peak level over the background of at least 2.625 × 10 −19 erg s −1 cm −2 spaxel −1 . All parameters were found by trial and error, visually checking that both real peaks in the bright central region and faint ones in the outskirts but no diffuse regions or noise peaks were detected. The resulting list comprises 556 for the central field and 63 for the southern region. The mask of each leaf is used to extract an average spectrum and associated variance from the original MUSE cubes. 
Spectral analysis
To analyze the spectrum of each region, we use pPXF, with the setup described in App. A and A.2. This gives us emission line fluxes and error estimates. Through the stellar population fit, the Balmer lines were corrected for underlying absorption, with typical EW(Hα) in the range 1.7. . . 2.7 Å. The data for all emission lines are dereddened for further analysis using the Balmer decrement of 2.86 and the parametrization of the starburst attenuation curve of Calzetti et al. (2000) . We again compute this using the PyNeb tool. Regions with lower Balmer line ratios are not corrected, spectra with Hα/Hβ < 2 are discarded (5 and 8 for the central and southern regions, respectively), most of them are spectra with low S /N or dominated by foreground stars 9 where the emission line fit does not work well.
The final sample of H ii regions therefore consists of 551 in the central and 55 in the southern field. In Fig. 9 we present three typical spectra for the H ii regions that we detect and ana- lyze using the MUSE data; they are also annotated in Fig. 8 . Of these, c1665 is one of the few regions, which show enough continuum features to give a reliable continuum fit. s9 is a fainter H ii region where the sky line residuals become apparent in the spectrum. However, the lines relevant to this study are located in spectral regions without bright telluric emission lines, and hence the measurements are unaffected by these artifacts. 
Basic properties of the H ii regions
A first result of this procedure is displayed in Fig. 8 , where the actual pixels of each extracted H ii region are color-coded with the total Hα flux of each region, before extinction correction. It is apparent that the brighter H ii regions are located preferentially in the central part of the merger, and reach up to f (Hα) = 4.9 × 10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 , while the outskirts of the interacting center and the region in the southern tail show only fainter regions, up to f (Hα) = 2.7 × 10 −15 erg s −1 cm −2 . We show the Hα luminosity function (LF) of the detected regions in Fig. 10 , for the central and southern fields. To derive the luminosity, we used the reddening-corrected fluxes, computed using the Balmer decrement, and assumed a distance of 22 Mpc (Schweizer et al. 2008 ). For comparison, we plot the LF derived from the table of H ii regions based on GHαFaS Fabry-Perot observations, publicly released by Zaragoza-Cardiel et al. (2014) who used the same distance. It is apparent that we detect more regions in the luminosity range log 10 L(Hα) = 36 . . . 39 whereas the GHαFaS data shows regions with log 10 L(Hα) > 39.5. Their most luminous regions are also detected in our data, but their flux determination is higher by up to one order of magnitude, owing to the extinction correction (J. Zaragoza Cardiel, priv. comm.) . For the same regions we infer only moderate reddening from the Balmer decrement. Since our measurements are based on individual Balmer lines instead of correction through narrow-band filters -where the fluxes can be affected by neighboring emission lines and the relative absorption under each line can lead to an overestimate of the extinction 10 -, we believe that our estimates are more realistic. The difference in the medium to low luminosity range can be explained by the difference in atmospheric seeing (Pleuss et al. 2000; Scoville et al. 2001) : in worse seeing conditions, more regions blend with each other and hence form fewer, brighter apparent regions, while more fainter regions remain undetected. Since the seeing in the GHαFaS data was ∼0 . 9 while our effective seeing is around 0 . 6 this difference is not unexpected. We also have deeper data and can detect fainter regions, in the range below log 10 L(Hα) 36.5. A more definitive H ii region-LF for the bright end would require a wide-field IFS with HST-like spatial resolution. We also note that ongoing work on MUSE data from the nearby galaxy NGC 300 (distance 1.87 Mpc) is revealing even fainter compact H ii regions (Roth et al., in prep.) , below the detection threshold of our Antennae data.
We see again that the LF in the southern tidal tail is devoid of bright H ii regions. While the most luminous region in the central part reaches L(Hα) cor = 3.9 × 10 40 erg s −1 , in the southern part we find only L(Hα) cor = 1.6 × 10 38 erg s −1 . To investigate, if this is just an effect of the different sizes of the two samples, we randomly drew one million samples of 55 H ii regions from the 551 regions in the central merger. All of these samples contained at least three regions with L(Hα) cor > 1.6 × 10 38 erg s −1 . Despite the small number of detections in the southern region, we also notice that the slope of both LFs is different: while we detect a similar number of regions in the histogram bin of log 10 L(Hα) cor = 36.125, the central histogram shows a strong increase up to a turnover at log 10 L(Hα) cor ∼ 37. The numbers in the southern bins on the other hand decrease almost monotonically to the maximum lumonosity of log 10 L(Hα) cor = 38.2, without any turnover. Using the same random sampling we find that the numbers of H ii regions in the southern field in the luminosity bins at 36.125, 36.375, and 36.625 are 11.3σ, 5.7σ, and 6.3σ outside the expected range, if drawn from the same population as the H ii regions in the central field. We conclude that the H ii region samples in the central and the southern fields are of intrinsically different luminosity distribution.
Diffuse gas fraction
We can now compare the Hα flux measured in the H ii regions with the flux elsewhere to derive the fraction of the diffuse ionized gas in the Antennae. The flux of all H ii regions is the sum of the flux inside the masks of the dendrogram leaves that are used as H ii regions. By inverting the mask, we derive the flux of the diffuse gas.
In the simplest and most consistent way, we apply both masks on the narrow-band continuum-subtracted image of both fields as created at the beginning of this investigation (Sect. 3). This yields the fluxes presented in row masking in Table 3 from which we derive the most direct estimate of the diffuse gas fraction of ∼60% for the central merger and ∼10% for the southern field. tinction correction. Those measurements are given in table row speccor. Since the extinction in parts of the central merger is known to be high (e. g. Mengel et al. 2005; Whitmore et al. 2010 ) -a property that we can confirm with our measurements -, this strongly affects the estimate of the total Hα flux. The corrected H ii region flux is twice as high as without the correction. On the other hand, the extinction in the diffuse gas is very low, so the integrated flux in the DIG remains comparable. This results in a significantly lower speccor estimate of f DIG ≈ 45%.
Since the H ii region measurements are affected by the underlying diffuse component (see e. g. Kreckel et al. 2016) , we also performed a check using a spectral extraction routine that aims at subtracting the surrounding background around each region. For this, mask dilation is used to define a gap of approximately 2 pixels and then a background annulus with a width of about 3 pixels. This results in background regions that typically have the same sizes as the areas of the H ii regions. To minimize the influence of other nearby Hα peaks, we subtract the median spectrum over this background annulus. However, for many regions this subtraction does not work very well, so that the resulting spectral properties vary in unphysical ways. We therefore only use this spectral extraction as a cross-check, for the sample as a whole. The integrated H ii region flux estimated from this extraction is given in table row specsub. It is about 30% smaller than the spectral estimate. We then add this difference to the spectral DIG estimate and assume that the total Hα flux has not changed. This results in a moderate change to a f DIG ∼ 70%.
For the southern region, the spectral estimates cannot be done in the same way. Integrating the data over everything outside the H ii regions cannot work, since most of the data is filled either with residual noise, background galaxies, or foreground stars. Such a procedure would therefore need extensive manual editing of a spatial mask and rely on the information from the masking approach. To nevertheless give similar estimates for the DIG fraction, we correct the total flux by the difference in H ii region flux, and re-use the DIG flux from the masking technique. For the southern field, we then estimate a spectral DIG fraction of about 13%. Since the extinction is very low in most H ii regions in that field, the speccor fraction is very similar, roughly 12%. Both approximately agree with the basic masking estimate. For specsub we assign the Hα flux that the H ii regions lost by subtracting the surrounding flux to the DIG which then results in a significantly higher f DIG ∼ 27%.
To summarize, the fraction of diffuse Hα emission in the Antennae is about 60% for our central field and about 10% for the southern region. After trying to correct for diffuse emission underlying the H ii regions, we estimate even higher DIG fractions of 70% and 27% for the central and southern fields, respectively.
Search for leaking H ii regions
As the observations of Hibbard et al. (2001) have shown, there is about 5×10 9 M in atomic hydrogen available in the Antennae, that would be ionized if a sufficient number of Lyman continuum (LyC) photons escaped from the star-forming regions and young star clusters. Indeed, Hibbard et al. suggested exactly this as explanation for the gap at the base of the northern tidal tail that is visible in the H i data, but not covered by the MUSE data. Using our sample of H ii regions we therefore want to check which fraction of the diffuse gas that is detected in our data can be due to leaking LyC photons from those star-forming regions.
We have estimated that after correction for extinction, 45% of the Hα flux is detected as diffuse gas in the central field and 12% in the southern field. These values should not be com- pared to LyC escape fractions of galaxies, which are typically estimated to be on the order of a few percent (Leitet et al. 2013; Leitherer et al. 2016) . Instead, we need enough photons escaping from the H ii regions into the surrounding medium that is still bound to the interacting galaxies and strongest in the high-surface brightness parts of the object, i. e. close to the star-forming regions themselves. And for H ii regions in nearby galaxies, several studies have found significant LyC escape fractions of 50% and more for some of the most luminous regions (Voges et al. 2008; Pellegrini et al. 2012) . Whether the galaxy as a whole is then a LyC leaking object depends on the fraction of LyC radiation consumed to ionize the interstellar gas. Our spectral fits using pPXF do not constrain the LyC flux. These fits were only created to approximate the absorption below the Balmer lines and hence take out the continuum slope using polynomials (see App. A). We postpone a full assessment of the stellar population using the MUSE data to a future publication. Instead, we compare to the analysis of the young star clusters by Whitmore et al. (2010) who used broad and medium-band HST data to estimate masses and ages of all compact sources that were detected with high enough S /N. This analysis is based on several colors and does not rely on the identification of the spectral type of single stars as in the NGC 300 work of Niederhofer et al. (2016) , who find that when assessing the stellar sources inside H ii regions just from stellar broad-band data constraining the escape fraction has a high degree of uncertainty. The Whitmore et al. analysis fits stellar populations to the multi-band (U to I and Hα) cluster data. The broad-band filter selection agrees with the recommendations of Anders et al. (2004) and Fouesneau & Lançon (2010) for the analysis of young clusters and provides a solid base for the analysis. Since the estimated masses of the young clusters with the strongest LyC flux are above 10 4 M , and often beyond 10 6 M , the initial mass function should be wellsampled, making the estimate of Q(H 0 ) relatively insensitive to effects of stochasticity (Anders et al. 2013) . Additionally, their use of the F658N filter effectively breaks the age-extinction degeneracy (see Fouesneau et al. 2012 ) and assigns realistic ages, especially for young ages < 10 Myr which are important for our analysis. However, since it is a priori unclear which parts of the H ii regions are ionized by a given cluster and Whitmore et al. only integrated the fraction of Hα flux within the cluster aperture, the F658N filter cannot strictly help to distinguish between different young ages, as long as Hα emission is present. Another issue is that no UV data shortward of the F336W filter exists with sufficient spatial resolution over the full field; this would otherwise have better constrained the continuum slope and hence the age of the youngest population. The contribution of emission lines to broad-band filters is another source of uncertainty (Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben 2003) ; these emission lines might mask the appearance of the 4000 Å break in populations older than a few Myr and cause the mass to be overestimated. Fouesneau et al. (2012) thoroughly investigated the systematics involved in the determination of cluster populations from U, B, V, I, Hα filters, and found a standard deviation of 0.14 dex for the age determination. They also note that clusters with ages younger than ∼5 Myr tend to be assigned older ages. Chandar et al. (2016) , who used the same analysis technique and filter set as Whitmore et al. (2010) , estimated the 1σ error bar on the age and mass estimates to be 0.3 dex. Since the LyC flux of a stellar population evolves nonlinearly, the ∼0.2 dex uncertainty in age can be translated into uncertainties in the LyC rate between 1% and one order of magnitude (depending on the actual age estimate), but may be underestimated for individual star clusters. Despite the fact that the uncertainties are significant, we assume that masses and ages of the clusters as presented by Whitmore et al. are robust enough for our purpose, the assessment of LyC photon flux.
From the Whitmore catalog 12 we first select all clusters with valid measurements in at least the F336W, F435W, and F814W filters. From these we further select those for which a valid mass estimate exists and where the logarithmic age estimate is between 6.0 and 7.8. These clusters should be responsible for the total LyC flux ionizing the H ii regions in the Antennae. From the total catalog, 2162 clusters meet these criteria. We then match the position of the clusters to the extent of each H ii region on the sky. We compute the LyC flux Q(H 0 ) expected from each cluster by comparison to a solar-metallicity 13 GALEV model (Kotulla et al. 2009 ), computed using the Geneva isochrones. To be consistent with the Whitmore et al. population analysis and the origin of the LyC-to-Hα conversion factor given by Kennicutt (1998) we used a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function with a mass range 0.1 to 100 M . Then we compare the rate of LyC photons produced by the population of young clusters inside the region with the rate of ionizing photons computed from the Hα luminosity, using the conversion factor Q(H 0 ) = 7.31 × 10 11 L(Hα) (Kennicutt), resulting in a LyC escape fraction f esc for each H ii region.
Since the GALEV code uses the table of Schaerer & de Koter (1997) to compute the Lyman-continuum flux, which was shown to overestimate the UV flux in some early phases of young stellar evolution (Smith et al. 2002) , we also cross-checked the results using Starburst99 (v7.0.1, Leitherer et al. 1999 Leitherer et al. , 2010 Levesque et al. 2012 ) which implements a more modern treatment of the UV spectrum and also makes use of newer Geneva isochrones. In The contours are the same broad-band levels as in Fig. 1 , the dashed dark green line shows the approximate limit of the HST imaging.
order to run Starburst99, we otherwise use inputs comparable to the GALEV models, especially using the fixed-mass instaneous star-formation history.
The results are as follows: From comparison with the GALEV model, of the 551 H ii regions, 108 leak LyC photons at a rate of altogether Q(H 0 ) = 2.7 × 10 53 s −1 while 112 regions are optically thick to UV radiation. The results are presented in Fig. 11 . Most of the H ii regions with non-zero escape fraction are located in the inner parts of the merger, e. g. in the overlap region and in the center of NGC 4038, the northern nucleus. But there are also a few regions in its outskirts, especially near the northern edge of our field of view, in the outer disk of NGC 4038. Note that there are 331 for which we cannot identify an ionizing source in form of a young cluster in the sample of Whitmore et al. (2010) that spatially coincides. These were assigned a light gray color for the presentation in Fig. 11 . As marked in this figure, 14 of the H ii regions without ionizing source are located outside the limits of the HST multi-band coverage. The others might be the result of the sensitivity limits of the HST observations, possibly in conjunction with different extinction towards the region of line emission and the stellar location (see e. g. Heydari-Malayeri et al. 1999) .
If the estimates computed with SB99 are taken to be more realistic, then 127 of the 551 H ii regions are partially optically thin to Lyman continuum photons and leak an even higher number of Q(H 0 ) = 3.2 × 10 53 s −1 into the surrounding medium. Since the Hα fluxes that we used in this section to estimate the LyC escape of every H ii region were computed in the apertures without correcting for the diffuse background, the numbers given above might have been affected by the same diffuse ionized gas for which we are trying to find the origin. To test this hypothesis, we turn again to the background-subtracted H ii region measurements that we already used as cross-check in Sect. 5.4. With this dataset and in comparison to the GALEV estimate, we find a total of 115 optically thin nebulae which appear to leak 2.9 × 10 53 s −1 LyC photons, with SB99 we again find higher numbers of 3.4 × 10 53 s −1 leaked by 137 H ii regions. Another effect that might influence our estimate is the reddening by dust. If the light of some of the H ii regions are not only extincted along the line of sight, but also into other directions, the LyC photons could be absorbed before reaching the surrounding neutral medium. To model this, we assumed that the extinction within the galaxies follows the same distribution of dust screens as towards the observer. We therefore reduced the summed LyC photons inside each region by the respective UV extinction, drawn randomly from the sample of reddening values. We created 100 Monte-Carlo iterations with this method and found a distribution around an average of Q(H 0 ) red = (1.4 ± 0.4) × 10 53 s −1 . However, since star formation hidden from the observer but not necessarily from the rest of the central merger is known to exist (Mirabel et al. 1998; Mengel et al. 2005) , the total number of LyC photons that do not get absorbed by dust is likely higher than this estimate. Since the dust reddening for each H ii region within the galaxy cannot be made with any certainty, we keep the above GALEV analysis for further discussion, with the fiducial value of Q(H 0 ) = 2.7×10 53 s −1 .
LyC leakage and emission line ratios
Several studies have recently used emission line ratios composed of lines of different ionization energy to find H ii regions (and whole galaxies) that are likely to leak significant amounts of ionizing photons. (Stasińska et al. 2015) . In normal, ionization-bounded H ii regions one expects a region of lower ionization gas on the outskirts (Osterbrock & Ferland 2005) . So, if the low-ionization line exhibits unusually low flux compared to a high-ionization line in the same region, this would show a region to have an unusually thin or non-existing transition region, as one might expect in density-bounded, i. e. LyC-leaking regions. However, since the size of the transition region or the ionization front depends strongly on the ionizing source (Osterbrock & Ferland 2005; Pellegrini et al. 2012) , it is difficult to give an absolute limit for any of these line ratios. At the spatial resolution of about 60 pc, we lack the ability to carry out proper ionization parameter mapping (cf. Pellegrini et al. 2012) of the H ii regions to find better evidence which of them is optically thin.
However, assuming that our approach with the cluster population analysis gives a good estimate of the real LyC escape fraction, we can check if there is a correlation of the line ratios with f esc . We show the results in Fig. 12 , for all three line ratios that MUSE covers. We discuss these results quoting numbers based on the more conservative GALEV analysis. . In all plots, the blue points are the results using the GALEV model while the red points shows the escape fraction computed using SB99. 1σ ranges of the statistical error of both axes are plotted as gray lines for the GALEV results. Violet points at the left border are those regions which were found to be optically thick. Horizontal dashed lines denote lower limits of the line ratios with high escape fraction, as discussed in the text.
side the star-forming regions. The same picture emerges with the [S iii]/[S ii] line ratio (Fig. 12b) . There is again a broad range of escape fractions for low sulfur line ratios, without a strong correlation. However To conclude this section we can say that the Lymancontinuum escape fraction is not directly correlated with the ionization-parameter sensitive line ratios. Very high values of all three of the studied line ratios, above certain limits, on the other hand are a clear sign that an H ii region is density bounded, and seem to signify LyC leakage at a rate between about 20 and up to 90%.
Lyman-continuum photon budget
As we have shown above, MUSE data in conjunction with HST cluster analysis suggest that many H ii regions in the central part of the Antennae merger are optically thin and leak LyC photons at a very high rate of Q(H 0 ) = 2.7 × 10 53 s −1 , as the most conservative estimate without internal extinction.
If our computation of an Hα flux in the diffuse gas component of f (Hα, DIG) ≈ 6.02 × 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 (after extinction correction, see Sect. 5.4) is correct, a rate of 2.55 × 10 53 s
−1
LyC photons is needed to ionize the H i in the central Antennae. This now suggests that all photons necessary to ionize the diffuse medium can be provided by leakage from the star-forming regions.
Unfortunately, the catalog of Whitmore et al. (2010) only covers our central field; we cannot use it to run the same analysis for the southern part of the MUSE data. While some HST data exists over the MUSE pointings, the coverage is incomplete and consists of only a subset of the filters that are required to do a proper analysis of the stellar populations. Therefore, as an alternative approach, we use the 386 H ii regions in the central field that have as low luminosities as the ones in the southern field (log 10 L(Hα) ≤ 38.25, see Fig. 10 ). Of these nebulae, 38 have a significant, positive f esc with a mean of 72%.
14 This means that the overall LyC escape for all low-luminosity regions could be extrapolated to be about 7% on average.
Under the assumption that our estimate of the flux of the diffuse ionized gas from Sect. 5.4 is correct, we need 7.55×10 49 s Like for the center of the interacting galaxies, this estimate for the H ii regions at the end of the southern tidal tail of the Antennae suggests that there are enough LyC photons available through escape from star-forming regions to explain the amount of diffuse ionized gas that we detect in the MUSE data.
Since these estimates show that enough Lyman-continuum photons are available from the young star clusters in both the central and southern region to explain the observed ionized gas, and since it is likely that other sources of UV photons (such as shocks and hot evolved stars) are present in the Antennae, it is likely that overall, the NGC 4038/39 system is a Lymancontinuum leaker.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we presented a new set of data on the Antennae Galaxy (NGC 4038/39), observed with the integral field spectro- 14 Here, we use the conservative estimate using the GALEV code without dust reddening, since the extinction in the southern tail is very low. The standard deviation of f esc among these regions is 22%, the median 83%.
graph MUSE at the VLT. We targeted two fields, a region arranged in an irregular pattern covering 7.5 at the location of the central merger and another irregular region of 5.8 near the tip of the southern tidal tail.
We show that these MUSE data are of unprecedented depth which enables us to detect Hα to considerably lower levels than before: ∼ 14% of this faint diffused ionized gas was undetected in previous, less deep observations of the central region. Since the detected faint gas shows a filamentary morphology and different kinematics from the parts with high surface brightness, it represents a real detection and not an instrumental artifact. Similarly, we detect more and brighter H ii regions in the southern field than were known before. These are also surrounded by diffuse gas. The diffuse gas fractions are about 60% in the central field and 10% in the southern region, but may be as high as 70% and 30% after accounting for diffuse emission underlying the H ii regions.
We use a peak-detection algorithm on the continuumsubtracted Hα image to search for H ii regions. From those locations we extract spectra of about 550 H ii regions in the central and 50 in the southern field. We compare our detections with previous work and find reasonable agreement.
Using the existing HST catalog of young star clusters of Whitmore et al. (2010) we assess the Lyman-continuum photon production of the stellar populations inside each H ii region in the central field. In comparison with our Hα luminosity measurements, we estimate that about 100 of them leak high fractions of the UV photons produced by the stars inside them. Summing up these escape fractions results in ionizing photon rates that are enough to explain the amount of diffuse ionized emission that we detect.
We compare three line ratios that are sensitive to the ionization-parameter to this estimate of the Lyman-continuum escape fractions and find that in the environment of the central Antennae = 2.5 are limits above which most H ii regions appear to be optically thin. However, no systematic trend between these line ratios and escape fraction is found, so it appears difficult to estimate LyC leakage from galaxies at the epoch of reionization from the measurement of these line ratios with JWST, as recently proposed (Jaskot & Oey 2013; Nakajima & Ouchi 2014; Faisst 2016) . At least, more preparatory work (models and observations) needs to be carried out to better understand the link between LyC escape from H ii regions and its impact on nebular line ratios.
By applying these results from the central region, we argue that the H ii regions in the southern field also leak enough UV photons to explain the diffuse gas detected there.
The current paper only addresses one particular topic. Since the MUSE mosaic of the Antennae represents a much richer dataset, we plan to present further work on topics such as the interstellar medium, the stellar populations, as well as the kinematics of the system very soon. With this paper, we publicly release the Hα flux and velocity maps as FITS format images and also publish the measurements of the H ii regions in electronic form.
